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SECTION , A

Answer any five of the following questions.

Max. Marks:70
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health.

2. Discuss about Communicable disease and Non-Communicable disease with

suitable examples :

3. What is a Community health program ? Explain any threq schemes of Community
health program.

4. Explain how the Mass media and Mass Communication are helpful towards

health education.

5. Examine how the Piinciples of ethics are utilized during the process of organ
transplantation and clinical trial.

6. Write a short note on MCI Regutations used in Medical ethics.

7. "Have patient rights are utilized efficiently in today's scenario". Explain.

SECTION _ B

Answer any three of the following questions. (3x10=30)
' :' 

bs of disease transmission and disease control.8. Explain in detail about principles of disease transmisslon and o

9. What is epidemiological disease and explain the various methods of
epidemiological disease ? 

r

10. Discuss brietly about the evaluation of National Health programmes and

schemes available in lndia' i 
p.T.o.
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11. Write a short note on :

a) National Health hflission

b) Ftole of NGO's.

12. A64-year-old man with a number of health issues comes to the hospital because

he is having trouble breathing. The care team helps resolve the issue,buJ

forgets a standard treatment that causes unnecessary harrn to the patient' A

subsequent medication error makes the situation worse, leading a stay that is

much longer than anticiPated.

Questions.

a) The behavior of a Doctor starts to put the patient at risk' what would you

do?
b)YouaretheCEoandapatientinyourhospitaldiesfromamedication

error. What do You do next ?

SECTION - C
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